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5. INTEGRAL SYSTEMS OF 

INDICATORS OF EFFECTIVE 

DEVELOPMENT OF INTEGRAL 

ECONOMICS OF MAN  
 

Effective development of an economy means effective 

development of integral economics of man first of all. There are 

major components of integral economics of man: 1) natural 

resources; 2) produced resources (including material, technical, 

technological, labour and financial resources); 3) production and 

realization of values; 4) consumption of values; 5) life  of a human 
being (number of lives, quality of life, duration of life). 

The integral economics of man is the complicated dynamic self-

developing system. Natural resources are primary, initial resources are 

used for creation of the produced resources in this system. The non-

produced resources are basis for creation of the produced values. And, 

finally, the produced values are a resource for life of everyone. 

It is presently accepted to underline the exceptionally important 

role of natural resources and a human being in a modern integral 

economics. However until now neither natural resources nor life of a 

human being are recognized as a two major components of modern 

integral economics. Meantime without natural resources and life of a 

human being further effective development of economy in general is 

impossible. 

Let’s take the most essential summarizing indicators for each of 

component parts of integral economics of man. Development of 

integral economics of man is an extraordinarily complicated process 

which can be fully described only through the system of indicators. 
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All indicators of the system, from one side, must characterize different 

major parts and features of integral economics of a human being, and 

from other - to be comparable. For the decision of this problem all 

indicators of the system are calculated per capita. It is rational to 

measure the investigated phenomena in money indexes, all of them 

are taken in the same currency - in euro (for European comparisons), 

in the US dollars (for international comparisons).  

All indicators are calculated on the basis of the best available 

information (for the moment of calculation) of international and 

national statistical, economic and ecological organizations. For an 

example, for the selection of major factors of efficiency of integral 

economics of man and corresponding indicators of development of 

world  economy (table. 6.1), economies of the European union 

(table.7.1) and of companys (table. 8.1) the most authoritative 

generally accepted information was used about  achievements 

economic, social, manager's, legal, informative and another types of 

activity and sciences : 1) statistical, economic, social, ecological and 

other fact sheets of official international and national organizations; in 

particular: UNO [UN] International monetary fund (IMF), World 

bank, European central bank (ECB); International organization of 

labour (ILO), World trade organization (WTO); International food and 

agricultural organization (FAO), UNESCO; 34 highly developed 

countries of OECD; 27 countries of the European union, official 

statistical organizations of Ukraine, Russia; Great Britain, USA; 

known worldwide information generators: encyclopaedias 

"Wikipedia", system Google, American economic association, 

magazines of "Economist", and "Fortune", newspapers "Financial 

Times" and "Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung" and many other [for 

example: [Resources for the Future];[ Freedom House]; 2) world 
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standards of SNA (SNA of UN), international standards of the 

financial reporting (IFRS), directives of the European union and other. 

Numerous lists of major statistical annuals, papers and reviews 

from the most ancient times for a present time on each of 37 largest 

countries of the world, of the specialized establishments of UN and 

European union (27 countries) resulted in our works of "Statistics of 

foreign countries" [Ковалевский Г.В., 2002.] and "Statistics" 

[Ковалевский Г.В., 2012, pp. 302 - 410]. 

It is known that even the best information needs improvement. 

However on that ground in any country does not stop the calculation 

of summarizing economic and social indicators. Obviously, that it is 

better and more effective to calculate economic and social indicators 

and use them in practice, than to calculate no indexes. We mark in this 

connection, that the initial information used by us is not ideal. 

However no other more qualitative information was present. 

Certainly, if better information appears, it is rational to use it in the 

recommended calculations. 

The first integral system is the system of goals {S1}. This is the 

system of having special purpose indicators of effective development 

of integral economics of man. Practice shows that the number of 

indicators must be compact, visible, guided. The general ultimate goal 

of development of integral economics of man is to accept the 

maximally possible value of economic and social efficiency of 

development calculating per capita. 

We name the general indicator which integrates all systems 

of indicators of effective development of integral economics of 

man the indicator of integral development of economies (Is). The 

major having a special purpose indicators of economic and social 

efficiency of development of economies are used as local goals of 

development of economies. 
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The second local system is a system of human development 

resources {S2}. Resources are necessary for realization of the first 

system – the system of goals {S1}. Resources are always in deficit 

even in the wealthy countries, corporations, and people. As far back as 

in 1803 French economist J.B. Say defined three major resource 

factors for production of wealth: 1) land; 2) capital; 3) labor ( 1841 ). 

The importance of “land” factor was noticed by physiocrates -  

François Quesnay ( 1758 ) and others. At present time factor “land” is 

concretized in SNA of UN in classification of “national wealth” as 

“natural resources”, which consist of the following main parts: 1) land 

resources; 2) forest resources; 3) water resources; 4) mining resources. 

Currently, environmental movement allowed perceiving the fact, that 

a human development is absolutely impossible without saving of 

natural resources. 

But until now the value of natural resources in an integral 

economics is underestimated. Until now powerful influence of 

continuous process of elimination and diminishing of natural 

resources is ignored in all economies. The cost of natural resources is 

taken into account only in those sums, which are related directly to 

their mining, mastering and processing, and also with liquidation of 

consequences of ecocatastrophes. This part of cost of natural resources 

in final analysis is taken into account in a final price and cost of 

products (commodities) and services. 

Other part of cost of natural resources - the cost of their 

elimination and diminishing is ignored. Only in the future, when 

resources are already lost or exhausted, a general price advance on 

resources can remind about their real value. 

In this connection it is offered to take into account constantly 

and directly in a integral integral economics - in the integral 
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economics of man the process of change of value of natural resources 

(their diminishing or growth) . 

It is known that influence of any factors is taken into account 

through measuring of influence of increases of arguments (х) on a 

function (у), i.e. y = f(x). In this case arguments are major types of 

natural resources, and a function is an integral indicator of 

development of integral economics of man (I s). The change of value 

of natural resources, as it is usually accepted in relation to any other 

factors, is taken into account through measuring of increases 

(diminishing or growth) of value of corresponding indicators for every 

examined period. 

Fuel and energy resources have an important value in 

development of a human being. The resources of oil and gas, without 

which, as authoritative international experts acknowledge, effective 

development of economies in the nearest decades is impossible. It 

becomes the more obvious after disasters on the nuclear plants in 

Ukraine (1986) and Japan (2011). 

Thus, it is rational to select for the factor “natural resources” 

such indicators per capita as: 1) agricultural land resources (I 1); 2) 

forest resources (I2); 3) water resources (I 3); oil resources (I 4); gas 

resources (I 5); 6) mineral products, except oil and gas, that which coal, 

slates, ores etc. (I 6). 

Factors “intangible capital” and “tangible assets” are taken into 

account in SNA standards of UN (SNA of UN), and also in all 

institutional units accordingly to accounting standards. The 

importance of these factors for generation of goods and services is 

universally recognized. These indicators per capita are marked as (I 7) 

and (I 8).  

Monetary factors - investments, taxes, and gold reserves 

have enormous role in development of economies. There are a lot of 
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thinkers who wrote about money, taxes, investments and gold 

reserves: Aristotle [look, for example: Aristotle, 1976, vol.4, pp. 93, 

156-157], founder of French statistics Jean Bodini (1530-1596) 

[Bodini, 1586, chapter VI], general inspector of finances of France 

Anne Turgot (1727-1781) [Turgot, 1776]; prominent Italian 

economists of Antonio Serra (1580 - about 1630) [Serra, 1613], 

Giovanni Rinaldo Carli (1720-1795) [Carli, 1803–1848] and Corrado 

Gini (1884-1965) [Gini, 1962]; Russian economist Ivan T. Pososhkov 

(1652-1726) is an author of "Book on scarcity and wealth" (М., 1724) 

[Посошков, 1724]; German scientists on monetary factors Johann 

Helferich (1817-1892) [Helferich, 1843] and Georg A. Soetbeer 

[Soetbeer, 1858]; famous Austrian economist Eugen Bohm-Bawekr 

(1851-1919) [Böhm-Bawerk, 1921]; the known worldwide English 

economists are Adam Smith [Smith, 1776], David Ricardo [1772-

1823], Thomas Tooke and William Newmarch [Tooke and 

Newmarch, 1837-1857], Alfred Marshall (1842-1924) [Marshall, 

1961] and John Maynard Keynes (1883-1946) [Keynes, 1930]; 

American scientists of Correa Moylan Walsh [Walsh, 1901], Irving 

Fisher [Fisher, 1913], Wesley Clair Mitchell (1874-1948) 

[Mitchell,1927]; all Nobel laureates from the beginning of its 

foundation in 1969 for a present tense. Special value the founder of 

monetarism Milton Friedman (1912-2006) gave to these factors 

[Friedman and Jacobson Schwartz, 1963].  

Money and gold reserves are the most important and liquid 

financial assets for all countries, banks, organizations and individuals. 

Indicators of investments, taxes, and money and gold reserves per 

capita are marked as (I 9), (I 10), (I 14). 

About importance of factor of "labour" in creation of values 

wrote Aristotle [Aristotle, 1976], Confucius [Confucius, 1996], 

William Petti (1623-1687) [Petty, 1667], Adam Smith [67], David 
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Ricardo [Ricardo, 1821], Eugen Böhm-Bawerk [Böhm-Bawerk, 

1921], Alfred Marshall [Marshall, 1961], John Maynard Keynes 

[Keynes, 1930], Joseph A. Schumpeter (1883 - 1950) [Shumpeter, 

1954], all Nobel laureates in integral economics. For example, Paul A. 

Samuelson and William Nordhaus in the classic book “Economics” 

[Samuelson and Nordhaus, 2005, chapt. 34], underlining the 

importance of labor productivity for economic development, cited the 

following words of Nobel prize laureate in economy Paul Krugman: 

“Productivity – is far not at all, but, in long time period, productivity – 

is almost everything. Possibilities of a country to increase citizens’ 

quality of life level in long time period almost totally depends on its 

ability to increase productivity per worker” [Krugman, 1990, p. 9]. 

Thereby, all economic development factors, which are impossible to 

eliminate and to measure, have been taken into account as their final 

result – the productivity growth per capita (as indicator I 13). 

Factor “labor” participates in wealth generation in two ways: 1) 

as a quantity of used labor. Used labor and productivity of labor per 

capita are presented as two the most generalizing indicators: a part of 

employed population per capita (I 11) and GDP per capita (I 13). 

Management also takes an important part in goods creation. The 

writing of Charles Babbage “On the economy of machinery and 

manufactures” was published as far back as in 1832 year [Babbage, 

1832]. This writing became, in fact, the first tutorial in management. 

A. Marshall introduced into economic science a management factor 

– organization of production which is back grounded with 

institutional superstructure of a society [Marshall, 1961, book VI of 

chapt. VII and VIII] in 1890. Frederic Taylor, USA ( 1911 ) [Taylor, 

1911] and Henry Fayol, France ( 1916 ) [Fayol, 1949] paid universal 

attention to the necessity of efficient management application in order 

to increase productivity of labor. Subsequently the role of 
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psychological factors, including motivation of Abraham Maslow 

[Maslow, 1954], and marketing factors in productivity of labor 

increase was proved. Robert Lukas [Lukas, 1990] showed the 

importance of peoples’ rational expectations for the increase of 

efficiency. 

As time showed, it is impossible to evaluate the influence of 

every of above mentioned factors on national wealth and GDP in 

terms of money. All these factors so tightly interrelate that it is 

impossible to eliminate the influence of every of them on produced 

goods. That is why; the influence of all the factors is evaluated jointly 

as their general combined result of influence on labor productivity that 

is an indicator of added GDP per capita (I 13). 

Scientific and technological advance strongly influences on 

creation and consumption of goods. As far back as in 1985 Edward F. 

Denison evaluated the influence of this factor on the growth of real 

national income of USA during the period from 1929 to 1982 in 28% 

[Denison, 1985, p.30]. J.A. Schumpeter [Shumpeter, 1954], S.A. 

Kuznets [Kuznets, 1966], [Kuznets, 1971], W.W. Leontief [Leontief, 

1941], J.K. Galbraith [Galbraith, 1967], D. Bell [Bell, 1973], A. 

Toffler [Toffler, 1980] and many other economists, managers, 

administrators wrote about importance of this factor. Important 

direction of scientific and technological advance is computerization of 

human life. Factor “scientific and technological advance” influences 

on productivity of labor growth. That is why, the influence of this 

factor is also evaluated as GDP indicator per capita (I 13). 

The significance of “freedom” factor for human development is 

universally recognized from the time of humanism appearance in 13-

15 centuries. Adam Smith [Smith, 1776], Leon Walras [Walras, 

1926], Frederic Hayek [Hayek, 1994], John Hicks [Hicks, 1956]; 

Milton Friedman [Friedman and Jacobson Schwartz, 1963], Paul 
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Samuelson [look, for example: Samuelson and Nordhaus, 2005, 

chapters 2,8,9,10] and many other economists, lawyers, historians, 

public and political figures wrote about economic freedom and 

competition. The reputable “economic freedom index” of “Heritage 

foundation” is applied to evaluate this factor (I 12).  

The following local human development system is the system if 

limitations {S3}. The most significant limitations for human economy 

development are: 1) juridical (they are specified in international law, 

countries constitutions and other legal acts); 2) resource limitations 

(limitations in quantity and in quality of available resources); they 

reflect the level of above mentioned economic indicators; 3) social 

(limitations in social standards and parameters); 4) environmental 

(protection and preservation of the environment); 5) psychological 

limitations ( limitations, which are based on psychological criteria and 

parameters); other limitations (for example based on ethical norms 

and traditions). Every above mentioned limitation has been taken into 

account in selected indicators.  

The system of human development priorities {S4} takes into 

consideration the importance of an every factor and an every system. 

The most important factor in integral system of indicators is human 

life (right to life) itself. This right conforms to human rights hierarchy. 

Right to life is presented with two indicators, which are widely used in 

UN: 1) population size (quantity of human lives), I 25; 2) average life 

expectancy (quality of life, what reflects achievements in medicine, 

safety, living conditions etc.), I 26. The consequent in priority level is 

the most important factors of human life quality. Let’s integrate a 

prevalent practice of priorities in satisfaction of legal final individual 

needs of a human being. As a result, we are coming to the conclusion 

about reasonability of use the following indicators per capita: 1) 

incomes indicator – GDP (as full sum of primary incomes) per capita 
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(I 15); 2) housing indicator (I 16); 3) food consumption indicator (I 17); 4) 

clothing and footwear consumption indicator (I 18); 5) passenger car 

quantity indicator (I 19); 6) indicator of informatization level (a part of 

people, who use Internet), (I 20); 7) knowledge level indicator (as it is 

defined in human development index, UN), (I 21); 8) indicator of 

public consumption (medicine, education, culture, defense etc), (I 22), 

which is defined accordingly to the methodology of GDP calculation, 

as final consumption of public agencies and organizations per capita; 

9) indicator of quantity of innovative production (innovative 

production per capita excluding costs in other balance sheet items, 

table 6.1), (I 23);  indicator of tourism development level (with data of 

World tourism organization), I 24. 

The systems of human development information {S5} and 

analysis of selected information {S6} have already been considered in 

details. Let’s just notice, that selected for the integral system (4.1) 

indicators of economic and social development of a human are based 

on the most reliable and authoritative sources of information. The 

systems of personnel professionalism level {S7} and psychological 

support {S9} were used as a final result of its influence on added GDP 

indicator per capita. The system of legal (juridical) development 

support {S8} is used in economic freedom indicator {S12}. The systems 

of initial programs (plans) {S10}, trial implementation {S11}, final 

optimized programs {S12}, implementation {S13} and control {S15} 

were already used in many selected for the integral system (4.1) 

indicators into specialized agencies of UN, international standards, in 

economic science and practice. And finally, as a system of results 

{S14}, the system of selected 26 indicators of actual results of 

economic and social development of a human has been applied and 

also three absolutely new summarizing indicators: 1) of integral 

indicator of economic efficiency of development of a man (IED); 2) 
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integral indicators of social efficiency of development of a man (ISD); 

3) integral indicators of general efficiency of development of a man 

(IS). 

Thousands of the most different economic and social indicators 

are presently calculated. However until now all these indicators were 

not computer-integrated in the single balanced system of effective 

development of integral economics of man. Three the most essential 

summarizing indicator of efficiency: indicators of economic, social 

and integral efficiency were not developed and not used in an 

economics until now. 

New integral system of 29 indicators integrates in the single 

system of European economy’ efficient development not only 

traditional factors of GDP growth, but such the most important factor 

of human economy, as natural resources efficient usage (I 1, I2, I3, I4, 

I 5, I6), the factor of economic freedom (I 12), factors of quality life and 

life expectancy growth levels ((I 16, I17, I18, I19, I20, I21, I22, I23, I24, I25, 

I 26). Actually, all this factors are already considered as factors of 

efficient economic development long time ago. However until now 

all these factors are used not effectively, as their influence is not 

taken into account, not estimated and not stimulated in the single 

integral system of effective development of integral economics. 

Still thousands of other calculated indicators do not allow 

choosing the most effective way of development.  
 


